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1.    Int roup .• ; Lvn 

Lucas welcomes Ih it; conférer*. "3 v/hoL-ih- .-.•• ^>ily.    Th-3 ec Mv.^miea of 

scale and questions of conrolementation ara a^ays te the forefront of our 

thinking in respect  jf our overseas operations, and ir. p rticui^r influence 

substantially our operations in Latin America, 

Stability of cost of production is a ;:ujor consideration in the 

industrial progress of Latin America.    For a ..üppiger to the international 

automotive industry such as Lucys,  both customers and governments nave a 

profound influence on our local cost of production:    The fona« r by the 

decisions taken as to where they source their rratoriai and t;.<? lutter by 

decisions relevant to tariffs and compiementar! on.    Both thtr-j ft'Ctoro 

interact strongly in determining the ¿tv-iiljbìtì volume o£ prcuuciion at 

any one of our rranufucturing plants, 

Increhsing the scale of local production is i significant means of 

helping to keep dem Iccui costs of manufacture. We look forward to the 

contribution ih? s conference vali  :>•<''<» tow^r-.. ar.i-vwiîj ¿hi: aim, 

2«    Lucas act i vit ie F iii international engineering 

By what background it ;nav bo helpful to ^umnt-ri^ hrU-'ly the 

activities of Lucas in the in: -relational  engiuefcring industry. 

In broil  >.-UiTii> there a-.-: throe* ma'.;¡ ;ii••••-.   L.>n<; • >f our em: Keyring 

activity,  with vehicle- sa\â],.,:,...-.t ^counting for s^ne  80 per owit of our 

sales, folioved by aircraft eqi^pxao; t tota^Ü/..: 12 por c^nt and industrial 

equipment providing   the rer.ninii.g 8 per cent. 

During our 1969 financial year our total world salT were in excusa 

of 250 million pounds, cr 600 million dollars.    In the Ur.itad Kingdom 

alone we employ over °2,0CC people,   in somo ¿D separate fact ori oj, in 

addition to ?ur subsidiary or associated licence manufacturing operations 

overseas.    Those include countries au far apart ¿.s Argentina, Australia, 

Brazili France, Germany, India, Ja-oar, Mexico, Now Zoaiand, South Africa, 

Spain and Venezuela. 

/The main 
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The main companies in the vehicle equipment  field inolude Lucas 

(electrical), manufacturing a very extensive range of automotive electrical 

and lighting equipment;    Lucas (batteries), a loading company in the 

development of storage-battery production techniques; '-.nd Girling, 

internationally known for its range of automotive braking équipaient and 

shock absorbers. 

In the related field of automotive and industrial diesel engine 

equipment the principal company in the Lucas Group is CAV, producing a 

full range of diesel fuel injection pumps, injectors, futurs, and diesel 

electrical equipment, in association with the affiliated companies Siiams 

Motor Units and Bryce Berger. 

The two largest companies in the aeronautical field are Rotax, 

producing aircraft electrical systems and other specialist equipment, and 

Lucas Gas Turbine Equipment, manufacturing combustion equipment, fuel and 

control systems for aircraft and industrial gas turbine angines,    Also 

associated with this group is Hobson, world-rekr.^wned in the field of 

specialist aircraft equipment. 

In the industrial field, the Lucas Group covers a wide range of 

specialist hydraulic and electronic equipment, including the Lucas Industrial 

Equipment Company and Keelavite Hydraulics, together with companies 

specializing in electronic components and electronic instrumentation for 

measurement and control, such as Bradley, KSF, and Diwo Instruments, 

In addition to our wide variety of engineering design, research, 

and manufacturing activities, we also maintain a world-wide distribution 

system of associated companies and agents, to provide after-sales servie« 

for our products. 

In view of the large number of customer companies that Lucas is 

privileged to supply, it is somewhat of a difficult task to mention som« 

by name and not refer to others.    However, to identify our position in 

regard to the international automotive industry in Latin America, it may 

be useful to summarize matters briefly as follows. 

/Our customers 
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Our customers for automotive electrical and diesel fuel injection 

equipment in home and overseas markets include the member companies of 

the British Leyland Group, such as Austin, BMC, Jaguar, Rover, and 
Standard-Triumph, as well as the factories manufacturing the heavy vehicles 

in the ABC and Leyland range.    We supply to Rolls-Royce in England and to 

Volvo in Sweden, as well as to North American based companies such as 

Chrysler (including the Rootes Group range of models), Ford Motor Company, 

and General Motors (including VavjchalL/Bodford in ^he United Kingdom). 
In Finance, for example, our interests range from participation in 

Ducellier which supplies electrical equipment to leading companies in the 

French industry, such as Renault, to our partnership with DBA in Roto- 
DLesel, manufacturing diesel fuel injection equipment for such customers 

at John Deere. 
As well as the diesel engine divisions of many of the vehicle 

companies mentioned above, through &A.Mand its licensees we also supply 

such other leading tractor manufacturers as Massey Ferguson/Porìdns, Fiât 

and international Harvester« 

3.   Lucas in Latin America 

As will be appreciated from the previous section, Lucas activities 

cover a very wide range of products both in the automotive industry and 

elsewhere.    In the present paper, we will restrict our discussion to one 

of our main automotive product activities in Latin America, namely the 

Manufacture of electrical equipment« 
This electrical case study is presented as being typical in illustrating 

the problems regarding the economy of soal¿ ths-t confront our Latin American 

operations, and essentially similar considerations would apply to oth#r 

major products with which wo aro concernod, which include particularly 

diesel fuel injection equipment« 
Although not referred to in furthor detail here, it should also be 

aontioned that the uftnufacture of automotive braking systeas and related 

equipment is another s roa of considerable intorest and activity for us in 

latin America.   In Brazil, for example, Girling systems are engineered and 

marketed through a license arrangement with Maquinas Varga in Liaeira, 

Sao Paulo State« 
/Perhaps it 
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Perhaps it should al sc be enphasized that wo have no set or inflexible 

approach in Ut in America in respect of license operations, joint-partnership 

ventures, or fully-owied subsidiaries.    The fom the local Lucas company 

takes depends upon the background circumstances and the current need.    We 

havo examples of all three types of companies, operating successfully hero in 

the various countries where we aro established. 

Oar biggest single manufacturing operation in Latin America is in 

Argentina where Martin Amato y Cía«, employing sono 1,000 people, produces 

a range of electrical equipment including starter motors, generators, 

alternators, voltage regulators and other items.    This flourishing venture 

is a partnership operation, with Lucas having a majority interest. 

In Brazal we have a fully-owned company, Lucas do Brasil S.A., employing 

about 200 people.    This vis formed in 1966 to bring together under one roof 

tho two separato manufacturing operations previously established in Brasil 

under the names of Equipment o s Joseph Lucas do Brasil Ltda. and C.A.V. do 

Brasil, respectively. 
Lucas do Brasil's nain original equipment turnover is in diesel fuel 

injection equipment, producine, annually some 15,000 C.A.V. DPA distributor- 

typo fuel injection pumps, together with the associated injectors and fuel 

oil filters.    In addition there is a vigorous electrical section, producing   r 

«ach year some 250,000 ingnit..on coii>, for the original equipaent and 

service markets. 
In Mexico wo have another partnership ventara, where Lucas hae a 

' ninority interest in Inyec Diosel at Saltillo, near Monterrey.    Thi» i» a 

relatively now company, employing some 180 people,  specialising in tho 

manufacture of diesel fuel injectors and filters. 

In Venezuela we havo a newly-formed company, Lucas de Voneiuola, idiot« 

business it is to supply Lucas starters and alternators to the original 

equipnent market in Venezuela.    Here we have a particularly apt illustration 

of the effect of the economies of scale.   While thero is a specific den&nd 

for our products as standard equipment on certain models of vehicle produced 

in Venezuela, the size of the r.arket is liaited.    At that level of production, 

the oost practical way of keeping manufacturing overheads within acceptable 
/Units «as 
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limits was to make use of existing Venezuelan manufacturing oapaoity and 
to sub-contract our assembly work, which is the procedure we have in fact 

followed.   Such work is conducted under our own supervision, using our 

own methods of product test and quality control, 
A most important side of our business is providing an efficient after- 

sales service for our products to support our original equipment customers, 

R>r this purpose we have a fully-owned central distribution company in 
Panama, Lucas (America Latina) S.A. whose responsibility it is to distribute 

parts of our Agents throughout the Central American and Caribbean States. 

For the remaining markets in Latin America our local Agents order 

their parts directly from the United Kingdom.   In Mexico we have a shareholding 

in our agency, Electro Diesel, and we participate similarly in Lucas Servio« 

Argentina in Buenos Aires.    In Brazil our fully-owned company, Lucas do Brasil, 

has the responsibility for after-sales service and parts marketing. Associated 

with each of these major contrai distribution companies is a comprehensive 

network of sub-distributors in each country concerned. 
In conclusion, it may bo of interest to remind ourselves of the 

eircuastances in which a manufacturing company, such as Lucas starts up an 
operation in an overseas location such as Latin America.   The basic reason 
is that local conditions have made it no longer possible to export from the 

parent manufacturing company. 
However, as soon as this occurs, the benefits of scale are immediately 

forfeited.   If, on the other hand, at the beginning of setting up our various 
operations in Latin America, there had already boon a situation pönaitting 

fully Integrated free-trading, then wo would have beon able to plan our 
production resources to give the maximum benefit of economies of socle. 

As it is, the requirements for small-scale manufacture in different 

localities can only lead to an uneconomic fragmentation of production 

resources.   To counteract this situation, there must now be the opportunity 
for complémentation and exchange, so that production volumes can be. increased, 

with all the resultant benefits to production costs, 

/4.   The pattern 
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4,   The pattern of automotive component supply in L-.tin america 

The first stop in any econome analysis is to doline tho nature of 

the market.    As a supplier to the automotive industry, Lucas does not supply 

direct to tho end user.    Our customers are the vehicle assemblers and the 

engine builders, and so our first concern must bo to analyze the wants and 

needs of these specialist customers. 
The first question to consider is what sources of supply can a vehicle 

or engine manufacturer in Latin nerica draw upon for hi« components, 

particularly electrical components and diesel fuel injection equipment in 

the cases we are considering.    In principle there are four possibilities» 

,  (i) To inport the components as part of the material the 

manufacturer is purchasing from his parent company. 

(ii)       To import directly from the existing supplier to his parent 

company. 
(iii)     To inport from an existing supplier in another Latin'¿mori©an 

country. 

(iv)       To purchase from local sources. 
In ideal circumstances, tho choice of the source will depend upon a 

number of factors which will include» 
(a) Technical performance of the component in relation to th« 

requisite engineering specification. 

(b) Quality and reliability of the component, 

(o)        Reliability of the source of supply in meeting delivery 

schedules. 
(d)        Competence of the supplier in respect of after-sales servie«, 

(o) Possibility of developing future product designs in 

collaboration with the customer. 

(f)        Price, landed instore at the manufacturing customer's plant. 

All of the above factors interact in guiding the buyer to his ultlaat« 

choice.    For present purposes it is necessary to simplify matters and asaun» 

that all the first four factors are equal, and concentrate solely on th« 

economic factor of price.    This will be determined both by production cost» 

and by tariff barriers. 
/On the 



On the basis of economies of scalo,  it is axiomatic that the suppliers 

lowest ex-works price for a consonant will ¿.Inmost inevitably bo that engaged 

by the parent company,  based upon the latter' r, massivo purchase,- power in 

terms of quantities.    In t.ho absence of tariff barriers this gives an 

economic advantage to case  (i).    In the early st^co of developing a local 

industry, this procedure is in any caso froaut.ntly used whore th.ru is no 

local source whatever of the particular component. 
Because of the effect of relative quantities, case (ii) will not 

usually offer the same economic advant-^;> as case (i), although this 

procedure can sometimes be used in speci"! circumstances. 

Again in terms of relativo scales oí production on an olfactory 

basis case (iii) will usually be mord costxy tiun cas3  (i) and (ii). 

However, this is where preferential tariffs and considerations of shipping 

distances can even matters out as far as tao customer*» final lidded ir.storc 

cost is concerned. 
In respect of case (iv), the merits of local purchase arc heavily 

dependent upon the effects of scale.    To offer econome advantage to the 

local automotive assembly plant-., it is necessary to  seek out way« and 

means of developing the speciali^ local e^-nent industry to the ;>oint 

were it can competo effectively with imported jvaUriai. 

Boaring the complexities of this raarKeting background in mind, we can 

now consider a typical case stud: routing to Lucas product» in Latin 

Amori ca. 

5,    Case study s The economies of ^J:A 

5.1     production methods 
The very wide range of products that Lusas supplies to the international 

Automotive industry means that Lucas production ensnaring aopartnents are 

concerned with a correspondingly vâde range of production techniques, covering 

many different processes and methods. 
Taking automotive alternaters (or alternating current generators) as 

a typical example, such units are assembled on flow-line principles from 

previously manufactured sub-assemblies as pieco-paros.    These piece-part 

components are manufactured in capital intensive plants, on very expensive 

Bachine tools requiring multi-shift utilization for economic usage. 
/3conoraies of 
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Econoiaies of so~lo er.:, operate in twe vn.ys.    Firstly for a given 

installation,  oenefits will result fron increased plant utilization as 

quantities increase,    Secondly,increased production gives opportunity to 

introduce entirely nuw mathods of piece-part manufactura and to plan more 

efficient assembly linos. 
It is not within the  scopd of this present paper to discuss production 

techniques in detail,  sin«, chis is a specialist topic un its own.    In general 

terms, however, it vd.ll bo evident that the size ,-f the particular market 

being supplied vili determine the appropriate production techniques to be 

used.    In setting up any new venture, it is Lucas« policy to introduce the 

latest available technology, wherever applicable. 

In any economic study, however, the question of plant utilisation is 

highly significant.    This is particularly the case when, as for many of 

the types of piece-part component that Lucas manufactures,  there is a minimum 

economic output for the insta: led plant.   Unless the market being served can 

absorb at least this minimum output, the plant investment becomes a direct 

loss» 
In such cases of capital intensive production, the question of economies 

of scale may be directly related to machine-tool amortization.    While this is ft 

very familiar and fundamental principle, it may be helpful to fix ideas by 

ea^ressing this in figures with a sample example. 

Let ui consider a small manufacturing unit making precision parts with 

a design capacity of 500,000 units annually, which has cost 1 million dollars 

in plant and machinery.    If depreciation is spread over 10 years, the annual 

charge will be 100,003 dollars.    This amounts to 0.20 dollars per unit at 

design capacity. 
For purposes of numerical illustration we will take the prime production 

cost of each component (excluding depreciation) as 0.75 dollars per unit, 

and will assume this to be effectively independent of throughput within the 

limits considered.   The market value price of the finished part will be 

taken as 1.00 dollar. 
On the basis of these figures we can readily see that if the market 

demand does not equate the design capacity, then this plant will very rapidly 

run into a loss position, as shown by the following tabulations. 
/CASE A 
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CA3S Ai      Plant   por...-.- at riesen capacity 500 000/year. 

Depr./ci.tx A- charge r.-'V unit US* 1X20 

Se;_u.j prie* ,er u?à.t 1,00 

0.25 
Depreciaren Q.20 

F^FIT: USI 0.05 

CASE Bl      Plant op^w.ins at braak-even capacity 400 OOO/yoar. 

Depreci-.- .%. oharg* per unit US¿ 0,25 

Selline price per unit 1,00 

Prune prou action  C03t Q.75 

0.25 
Depr.--i-i.-it: ,Tt 0.25 

gHSAI-'-F^.,,; USI ' MIL 

Qí     Plant opi-raUiit at reduced capacity 300» OCO/year. 

Depreciaticu charge per vaut US$ 0,33 

Selling price per unit 1,00 

Prime r~oauoticn  cost 0«75 

0#25 
Depreciation 

KSS; US* (0,08) 

Mot» It      In Case f'Qs' tue effects are calculated ignoring "loit tiae", 

to operators waiting for werk and losing the rhythm of production. 

Mot» 2i      It should bo eaphaaiaed that in our type of business, it it not 

only depreciation of machinery which influence« this unit co«t ia 

a situation where production i a below plant capacity, but also 

the inclita LU-• additional overheads of adiaini at ration and engineering 

development for a z «plicated range of products, intended essentially 

to suit high production requirements» 

In a correctly managed situation the above type of operation at 

oapacity should of course never occur, since the plant installed should be 

correctly aligned to the size of the market.    If, on the other nand, looal 

manufacture is insist od upon for a low-volume nariwt, then this will reatilt 

in correspondingly higher prices, which is not desirable, 

/R»r any 

•ü 
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for any such low-volume laarfcat situatici ova-seas, the usa of the 

•arket has to be carefilly assessed in relatif to ainiamm «concede plant 

utilisation before tho installation cf capacity to Manufacturo piece-part» 

and comments cAn be contespiaUd. 
However, the cost of assenhling Ettnufacturod components into conpleto 

«nits prosents a sor,3What différant picture.   Assembly is generally sp«*kifig 

labour intensive.   *hcru tho product is such that th^rc is a siople basic 

assembly flow-lino, thtn obtaining a high assumbly output is only s matter 

of installing * multiplicity of these basic flow-lines (assuming that no 

radical change in assembly methods is introduced).    In this cas« assesfcly 

cotta aw not necessarily affected by volume to th<j ma« extent as aro 

ecapenent Manufacturing costs« 
Regrotfully, howover, this does not necessarily have an overriding 

•ffect in keeping down the relative cost of i, w-voluœe production, bec*u»o 

tho èiseafcly cost is often only a seal! fraction of the total, 
Thia discussion ©srhasiaes why it is, when starting up a anall-vol«*« 

production operation in an overseas location, that there is a certain logical 

•concede aoquence that Lucas will endeavour to follow, in cooson with othear 

^uftcturors of sjjiilar products.    This is thá familiar evolutionary tUg«- 

tage process, rj&olyi 
. 1.    1W1?4 ct>¿retiom Local a&seafcly from istpcrted eosponenta. 

2. Follow-up operationt       Local raenufacture of selected siaple 

components. 

3, ^ubaenuunt devoloancnt» Progressive local manufacture of iaoro 

cosci ex «sapor eut 9 as and whan Justified 

by the sis« of the market. 

Tho above stago-by-stag© process ropr-^ents tr.e ideal.   Again it stioiil* 

bo «*ha«Ued that if at Stage 3 local regulations insist upon ths pronator« 

introduction of local content before tho êim ci the market it large enough, 

than thi» will necessarily involve an usiosir*Ua cost panait*. 

/5.2   The ProductiflB 
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5.2     JJ& W«facalori of au+naotlv alternators 3-n Argentina 
and Venerei* 

5.21. Introduction.     This case la chosen because it illustrates 

particularly ««11 the relationship Between the effects of production 
volume on costs, the economic desirability of muir»twining stable and 

competitive prices, and national policin. regarding local content and 

local manufacture. 
These factors are sometimes in conflict, and where conflict existe 

than there suet often be compromise to obtain a practical solution.   The 
escamelo shows how essential complementation agreements are to the solution 

ef the problem of keeping down manufacturing costs in Latin Amarle*. 
T*iis emme study is not yet closed, because at the time of writing the 
oompiementation agreements referred to are not yet in force.   However, 

it demonstrates the advantages that could be obtained if they wero. 

$.22. Product troe.    In this exemple w« will exminc the manufacture 

of automotive type alternators.   Ilechanicall* these ars very aiiaple 
rotating electrical machines.   Models are available with various output a, 

eovering the rsnge up to 50/60 amps at 12 volts.   Sise depends opon 

output, but a typical machine may weigh seme 3 to 4 kilograms, and have 

dimensions 20 em by 15 e« in diameter. 

The Lucas design of alternator is fitted with a built-in transistor 
miarc^circuit regulator, featuring a high degree of advineed technology. 
The amia mechanical components, however, are comparatively few in number, 

and consist in the first place of a central shaft carrying a 12 pole 
electros» gnetic rotor energised by slip rings.    This unit rotates within 

ilia corresponding generator windings, consisting of copper wire in coila 

on a stationary laminated iron stator.   These a ta tor windings ara located 

la and brackets consisting of aluminium die-eastings« 

Alternators ara neat being used in increasing numbers in the) 
antomotive industry instead of direct current generators, particularly   . 

for higñer outputs, and because of technical advantages in respect of •. 

battery charging over the full speed ranga. 

/5.23. The 
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5« 23«    The economies of _s.çaj.e.»   These machines are produced in very- 
large numbers, around 100,000 units per month, in the Lucas Factory in 

England at fershall Lake Road, Birmingham, The electromagnetic rotors 

are colei-formed by special tools., and special machines have been installed 

to wind the stator coils.    The die-cast end brackets are made in correspond 

ingly large quantities in an automated foundry. 

Similar machines are also made here in Latin America in our Argentino 

factory.    However, the average raonthly demand for the Argentine market is 

only around 10,000, which is 10 per cent of the production of the 

United Kingdom, plants    In such circumstances it is clear that production 

costs in Argentina cannot be ejected to compete with those in the United 

Kingdom, when compared under otherwise identical conditions of operation. 

Whan we first came to set up our operation in Venezuela to supply 

Lucas alternators to the local market, we were concerned with even smaller 

quantities, of the order of 200 per month to begin with.   On the basis of 

relative costs, there was consequently no justification on purely economic 

grounds to try starting up such an operation with the local manufacture 

of piece-parts, 
W« can illustrate this effect of the economies of scale on relative 

manufacturing costs with the following simple table: 

THfi JäCOiiCUES OF ¿CiXS-. FuCTOillLS LEiilGHLD FOR «IFRÜSNT 0UTFÜTS 

Approximate index of 
Country Monthly output relative unit 

"~"~" manufacturing costs 

United Kingdom 100 000 X 

Argentina 10 000 13/4 

Venezuela 200 5 

Purely on cost grounds, the most economic method of starting to 

produce alternators in Venezuela would be to assemble these from piece-parts 

eourced from the united Kingdom, as the above comparison of relative 

production in volume and costs demonstrates.    This was in fact the way 

Lucas started its operation» 

/It should 
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It should be emphasised that the above manufacturing co3t tabulation 

refer» to an idoal situation, comparing three separate factories specifically 

laid out for the given production volumes.    It should not. be taken to 

indicate the level of final cost in the three different countries mentioned« 

In practice there are often many other social and economic factors to bo 

considered that vail alter the relative values,, 

5«24»   Local manufacture«    As the size of the local narket develops in 

Venezuela, certain parts may progressively lend themselves to local manufacture* 

The aluminium cast parts are an example currently under study.   However, on 

the basis of the relative coats of local aanuf act\tx in small quanti ties, it 

vdil still be dosirable to continue importing other najor components from 

cheaper large volume production sources elsewhere. 

In common with many other countries, Venezuela has a policy of building 
up local industry and developing manufacturing skills and enplcyjiait by 

legislation in respect of the local content in its automotive industry. 

However, as the table shows, to have all the piece-parts for the alternator 

made in snail quantities in Venezuela will make the materiel costs for the 

finished local article some five time3 as expensive compared with parts and 
material imported directly from the United Kingdom,, 

While this process nay perhaps benefit local industry, it does not 

help the local constater.    This in fact emphasizes the fundamental problem 

that so often faces the automotive industry in Latin «merica: namely ho%/ 

can local manufacture be developed while still keeping the price to the end 
user at an acceptable level» 

5*25*   .The benefits of compleméntaten,„   The situation described is 

precisely vtoere the concept of an integrated Latin American operation can 

bring its benefits.    Looked at from this point of view, the most reasonable 

way of keeping down final product costs in Venezuela is to take advantage of 

3ow cost sources of supply of piece-parts that are already available from 
Lucas manufacturing plants elsewhere in Latin America. 

/Consider, 
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^ f^vHorií. ,-o.v.-..v..:->;:e.:- that v/ould arlso froa 

entina, so that instead 

:í:%. i    i tre í'ir.il asseribly to achieve) 

Consider, for e^ . \_"-, 

ccmplenent'ition agrienr.t.s t;-;-,.eer. Venesuela *:K! 

of incorporating hi^c    -2„   /8i..-,.---uei.- 

local content, iupo^e*  »1 r.¿ rrcí;   .r¿¿nf:r:-.   ;oula oe used instead on an 

equivalent basi,,    ** tr.t t.: .a cbowe,   1V-  x^;^ onit cost of tho •eterial 

for the Venezuelan pr.;;;„.- . ou^ be reduce IVcu- :   to .U3A»    Xt "K«1 

be emphasized itti- -ni*   • .-T*ri-3on ^    ' - ^ • & >-•*• duty-frès basis, 

since present day con* iceratias oí tnifr* and duty drawbacks %dll ifcrthsr 

influence this rrtio» 
Such an arrar,~:.--:•?•:ic -would nut only to of benefit to Venesuela ty 

keeping dow. certs, but wrul/j A1$C b?nöiic argentina in terms of additional 

export business for nrgeatin^. a¡>n-trad?-tignai p^.duets. 

5,26«    Concienhj^at_,v^n_irij^2t¿cai *•erms,    In the previous section m 

have referred to the benefit? :n an in,,ö£rattd operation.    To eoaplete tlie 

picture we must al'ao discos how complementation can be applied ill practical 

teraa.    In ot'-.er vordu, \f: mentina is  te  ex: .;rt to Venezuela, thin there 

should in turn ba cor.itlejF.&ati-ry »VISITS   .pan to Venezuela, so that the latter 

can export its o%ra specialised producta  sirrul'.-^eou^ìy by reciprocal trading» 

It is at thi;  ^:-.Cr ••' the ec-.;*'..:..: aru/M •:• that  the practical 

features of the in^stries concsxr^-J '.av.- to lefi.an into account«    In broad 

terms, in the cass considered ti'.e-re  -   •: tarée ¿liferent ways in widch 

complementation could be \-.t into e  '••••';t: 

(i)   By exchanging; piece-parts 01   >aitly iirushed products between 

factories in the same an du* try in diff errat countries (tor 

examplej autcaotive alternator retort  ivoc Argentina for 

automotive alternator end-bracket castings fron Venezuela}* 

(ii)   % exchni:.i:..-iÄ ivjuy firu.ai.od product:; within the sana industry la 

different countries (foi- exíiuplc, argentine- built autonctive 

altex'natcrs fox* Venezuelan-built automotive starter motora)« 

(Ui)   By exchanging fully finished products from différant industrias 

in different countries (for example j      ^entino autonotive electrical 

equipment for V 2n „vvjolan r^trecheoier".;   product S» 

/The practicability 
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Th« practicability of oach of these procedures dependo upon the 

technical featuros of the ;jroducts and the industry, and on tho relative 

level of industrial development in each of the respective countries concerned. 

In the ppecific cas» of auto electric product nanufacture, thero ia 

already in Argentina, for example, a highly developed and self-contained 

industry.   This makes Argenti»* a potentini, source of low cost coopon-nta 

for assembly in other latin American countries vdth less weU-develcped 

«itosUctrIc industrie», but »sans in turn that Argentina has no good 

reason to went to buy autoolectric parti from cutside sources. 

In other words, to think of completent*tion in tonas oí, say, an 

•asshange of Argentine autoslectrlc piece-parts of fully finished producto 

for eosçlamentary autoelectric material mnuí¿.ctured in Venenóla is not 

realistic, at least in present day ci reuse tane es.    Ini s néjeos ths acceptabi- 

lity of Scheme* (l) and (ii) above prob leciti cai.    In fact in taras of 

practical production engineering, flehen« (i) is the least likely to be 

aoc op table« 

It foil ove that in some respects Scheme (iii) my appear to be the 

a»tt satisfactory approach.    Hero oomplem«ritation is not viewed in the 

narrow senso of exchange within one speciali st industry, but rather in 

tarns of ths broader concept of ths exchange of the products of one industry 

for those of another.     As noted, this would possibly usan the exchange of ' 

Argentine autoeleotric products for ¥en«zuelan rotrocheaical products, 

or perhaps alternatively for Venezuelan aluminiua products.    In other vords, 

ooafdeaentation is being 1 ttfilornent ed here in the true sense of the word, 

by taking advantage of ths indigenous natural «ai industrial resources that 

are readily available in taeh of the countries concerned« 

While this type of exchange cay re pre sont an econoeáe ideal in purely 

theoretical teres, tho «were practical difficulties have to be «eknowledgod., 

»ogotiating successful oownloissntation agreements between the tame industrial 

••«tors in different countries can be difficult enough,   ïb   negotiate 

botwsen Afferent industrio« in different countries is even mr* «fiylviiu 

ffw OB« 
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*or cm« thing,  the fluctuations cf relative demand and business activity 

within the different industrial sectors concerned introduce difficulties in 

respect of the prsctic-ii a-Jnunistration of such bilateral  agreements, for 

example in regard to the allowable reciprocal quotas,    furthermore theso 

additional outside variables create rrobleca for th^ individua."1   companies 

concerned in respect of maintaining the> proper managerial control over their 

own individual manuf. cfcuring and marketing operations. 

However the above considerations certainly do not mean that there 

are no possibilities of making progress in respect of conpleasntation in 

whatever form it. may best be implemented.    The practical difficulties have 

fi/st to be recognized and üien have to be resolved,    ^ich individual 

pos sibili ty for conplsmentation and inter trading oust be studied carefully on 

its own aarits as and when it ariaes,  so that no opportunity is lost for 

taking action,   ^en without going further into individual case vietai la, the) 

broad objectiva should reta&in quite cl*ar.    The aim ic to have a progressiv« 

liberili sa tion of trade between Latin American countries, so that the proper 

advantages can I* taken of the econonies of scale. 

In the specific case Just discussed, the benefits are evident.   In 

particular, as far a& Venezuela Is concerned, its domestic autoelectri: 

industry could then  be developed at ite o\« pamper pe„c in relation to the 

•ite of the total dooestic and ejtport uarket, without being forced to introduce 

local content at too earl;' a stage with all the resultant detrimental high 

eosta. 

In the initial sta-es, ¿.rgontirje autoelectrie parts could be imported 

for local assembly, i.* exGhmge for /arezuelan specialist proiucts that could 

be advantageously used by Argentina,    AS soon as the right time has been 

reached in terms of the sise of the local r-arket der.and in /ener.ueîa, then 

certain selected piecs-pa.-ts may well become competitive in cost when 

•Mttfactured locally, co-apared to the cost of the Imported oaterial.   At thie 

etil« local manufacture can be introduced on a progressive basi*, while still 

Maintaining an acceptable level of final product coat. 

/Looking ahead 
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Looking ahead in tho long tenu, it is also possible that  the best 

practical chanci of utking a sucesa of the involved business of complementation 

with tht technically conplex units we have been deocrlbing is by exchange of 

producta froa country to country between the manufacturing i/nits of a multi- 

national cotapany auch as Lucas« This vdll involve   lues disturbance to the 

legitimate interests of existing local jjuppliars, than for example exchanging 

bought-out itene auch aa castings. 

6,   JWMiTf ffltá ftltttrM Pro»Pgcta,    Tn« example discussed is important in 

that it illuatratta some of tha fundamental problems in applying the concept 

of caapleaentation between countries with different degrees of industrial 

specialisation and development« 

In tha ease considered wa have on tha one hand Argentina, with a relati- 

vely   larga autoootive industry, supportad by a fully developed autoelectrio 

rxi^y induatry. . On tha other hand wa have Venezuela, with a numerically 

smaller market, and consequently a laas strongly developed manufacturing 

autoalectric induatry. 

In ragard to the opportuni tiee for introducing benefit» from the 

eeonoedee of scala, tha Argentino autoalectric industry itsolf can look to 

three possible area« for expansion, namely t 

(a)   Tha intrinsic   growth of tha Argentino  domestic Market.. 

(e)   The export of campiste electrical equipment. 

(a)   The export of eat a of parta of autoeleetrical equipment for 

assembly in other countries. 

From tha Venewelan point of view, on tht other hand, the key question 

it naturally in what direction should Venezuela look for the future develop- 

ment of it» ovai induatry, so that in turn it can take í dvantagö itself of 

the eoonoad.es of aeale.   And in this context, v#iat form should compleaptiUtioti 

take in respect of Argentina and Venezuela? 

/In the 
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in the example discussed, the practical benefits to Venezuela in tenas 

of final product cost have been emphasized, on the basis of complémentation 

agreements between Venezuela and Argentina that would allow low cost parts 

to be imported i'rom nrgentina, to be incorporated into Venezuelan aasanblies 

for purposes of national content«. 

In return, if argentina is going to enjoy the benefits of this increased 

«port market, then Venezuela vdll want to have the opportunity of exporting 

epecialist products basea upon its own resources to Argentina« 

Carrying these arguments a stage further, so as to bring additional 

benefits from the ©oraplenentatijn concept, one could then look at the 

possibilities of complementation between Venezuela and, say, Colombia, as a 

neighbouring country in the Andean Pact Group, 

If   Colombian products can be interchanged for Venezuelan automotive 

part s ; then in the particular case we are considering, Venosuelen-built 

alternators could be exported for use   by the growing   Colombian automotive 

assembly industry«   In terra of the eoonoaaLes of ccale and the rosuiting 

price stability, this has a cumulative chain effect.    Ine volume of the 

Venesuelan alternator business is increased, and so is the volume of demand 

on the  Argentine  factor? supplying the specialise,   pier,.-party fur assembly. 

There are of course also alternative possibilities to consider if, 

for exft'iple, compl<mentaUon is agreed between Colombia and Argentina. 

allowing the export of Arg ont ine -built ßutoulectrica direct tu Colombia in 

exchange for Colombian products,    ¿ach such possibility must be considered 

en its own practical aerita in tersa of the range of products available in 

eaeh country for intertrading« 

filia autoelectrie case study illustrates what complementation should, 

and could, mean in practical tersa, and also the cumulative benefits that 

can result frost the process,    ¿very manufacturer in the automotive industry 

weleoaea the idea of économies of scale.   Put the introduction of such 

eeonoinies in latin Aiaerìca cannot be undertaken unilaterally by the 

Manufacturers thcaselvee*   The practical Introduction depends in the first 

ins Unce upon the appropriate trading agreements between Governmenta. 

/io put 
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To put ouch econonles of scale into effect there oust be comply enta tion 
arrangements that vdll allow both the overall expansion of trade between 

latin American countries, and also the local developnent of specialised 

resources.   Only in this way can a sufficient volume of business be generated 

to keop production costs down in individual local manufacturing plants, 

with all the consequent benefits to the national economy and the consumer« 

Thie type of operation is a partnership in the fullest sense.   Without 

a close working co-operation with our customers in the international autouotive 
industry, we cannot plan for the future.    But unless there are complementation 

Agrements between latin American countries that allow our customers to buy 

freely from indigenous Latin American sources so that these can be developed 

on a logical specialist basis, then the scale of our individual local manu- 
facturing operations will be restricted, and costs will be high. 

Without the possibilities of free trading and complementation 

throughout the Latin American automotive industry, a capital intensive 

manufacturing opération such as autoelectric production will always bo at 

* disadvantage.   To have a separate Lucas plant caking the sane identical 

products in each Latin American country in which there is an automotive 

industry is completely illogical, economically speaking, 

To foster the most satisfactory e co noni c conditions, there must be 

speciali »at ion and exchange.   V.ithout this there will inevitably be a situation 

of small production runs and high production costs, with all tho cumulative 

adverse inflationary effects on the economic development of Latin America 
at a whole* 

But if on the other hand specialization and exchange can be properly 
encouraged, the future opportunities are outstanding, in terms of the growth 

prospects for the Latin American automotive market as a whole.   We all hope 

that the work of this present conference will contribute substantially 
tawaidi the practical realisation of this very promising future* 






